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THE BECKENHAM VALLEY

Beckenham Place Park
This is a circular walk around Beckenham Place Park. The land lies east of the railway line and comprises mainly the Common,
Summerhouse Fields and the River Ravensbourne. The walk is on level ground, but in wet weather the paths can be muddy.
This is in part an ancient landscape, the finest surviving in Lewisham. There have been proposals
to build on this landscape since the nineteenth century. Fortunately none came to fruition.
It survived the rush to build on south London and later survived an attempt to expand the sport
facilities. The park has a friends group which organise guided walks led by people with a passion
for the park. visit www.beckenhamplaceparkfriends.org.uk for more information.
WALKING TIME: 1 Hour
WHEELCHAIR ACCESS: No
BUS ROUTES: 136, 181, 208, 320

Ancient landscape of Lewisham
willows and wild flowers
Parakeets and Wagtails
Local history
Natural river views
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DISTANCE: 2.9 km / 1.8 miles
STATION: Beckenham Hill

What will you discover?

www.riversandpeople.com - guided walk #1

Look out for Ravensbourne Green
Way signs which mark the walk...
1 The walk starts from Bromley Road by the junction with Downham Way. Turn
right at the traffic lights down Downham Way. At the end of the road on the left
is an old drinking trough converted into a flower bed. On it is written ‘Metropolitan
Drinking Fountain and Cattle Trough Association’. This charity was established in 1859
to fulfil the need for clean drinking water. As stated, it was then ‘the only agency for
providing free supplies of water for man and beast in the streets of London’. Today the
organisation survives as the Drinking Fountain Association.
2 Turn left into Old Bromley Road. On your right as you’re walking
along the road is the Ravensbourne Darent House Estate. All the blocks
of flats are named after rivers in or near London. Continue past the
estate and you will come to the entrance to Beckenham Place Park on
your right. There are signs pointing out the
Ravensbourne Green Way, Green Chain
Walk and Capital Ring – all popular walks.

3 Turn right into the park and continue along the footpath
untill you come to the Ravensbourne River. To your right the
river goes into a concrete channel and is being colonised by a
wide range of trees and wildflowers. Two wildflowers to look
out for along here in spring are the purple flowered Honesty,
a member of the cabbage family, long popular in gardens and
long escaped into the wild. And plants with white tubular
flowers called Oriental Comfrey, a more recent garden escape
that is increasingly being found in the wild from Beckenham to
Deptford.
As you continue along the path you have entered the area
known as the Common. The path goes alongside the fence and
hedge on your right. It then turns to the left towards a tree
lined ramp leading up over the railway line.

Oriental Comfrey

Honesty

4 Follow this but do not go over the ramp. Go to the left of it and follow the
unofficial footpath towards the railway line. Follow it round so you are walking
parallel to the railway line with a woodland ahead of you.
On your right the vegetation is coarse with a range of invasive species seeking
control such as nettle, cock’s-foot, Japanese Knotweed and bramble. Lack of
management here makes it likely that brambles and trees will win in the end.
The two bird species you are most likely to see and or hear are Crows and
Parakeets congregate in the fields, sometimes in huge numbers. Parakeets have
been known here for a long time. This was one of the few places you could
guarantee seeing them in Lewisham in the mid-eighties. Now they are everywhere.
They feed on berries, nuts and seeds but will also eat flowers. Large numbers can
sometimes be seen here in the evening as they make their way to the major roost
in our area at Hither Green Crematorium.

5

Ring-necked Parakeet Eating Cherry Blossom

You are now entering an ancient woodland called the Ash Plantation. This was
left stranded from the rest of the woodland when the railway line cut through the
wood. The Catford Loop Line, as it was called, opened on the 1st July 1892. Like
most railways in Lewisham it followed the valleys and here travels through what
used to be called the Beckenham Valley. The woodland is ancient in origin and is
one of the most diverse areas of woodland in the park. It is also one of the wettest
areas of woodland as evidenced by the Alder trees growing here, which are a
characteristic wetland tree.

www.riversandpeople.com - guided walk #1

6 Coming out of the woodland you are now in Summerhouse Fields. Like the
Common, the land was raised and levelled shortly after World War 2. Continue
alongside the railway line noting some large trees such as a multi-stemmed Ash tree
that clearly once belonged in a woodland and, further on, a mature Field Maple. This
was thought an oddity when first noticed but it is a survivor from a hedgerow that it
was once part of. The tree is dying back at the top (known as stag headed) but there is
plenty of growth lower down.

Field Maple

Field Maple Twig

7 You will soon arrive at a woodland on raised land next to the railway line. This is
afascinating example of the power of nature. If you were here in the 1970s you may
have been playing tennis on the raised land here. The tennis courts fell out of use and
have since been colonized naturally by wild trees. If you don’t mind a scrabble you can
have a look in among the trees. If you look you can still find the posts that supported
the tennis nets. Over a dozen species of tree and shrub have colonised. The needs of
the past have given way to time and nature.
Walk on, and on your left is a small breezeblock building. Behind this was a sports
pavillion that burned down 20 years ago. Initially the vegetation here was quite flower
rich and diverse. Most have now gone and the area is dominated by grasses. Without
management, flower rich areas lose their floral diversity.
Tennis Net Post BPP in Secondary Woodland

8 Continue round to the new footpath taking you back up Summerhouse Fields. This
runs parallel to the river. There is also a more informal, and muddy, footpath running
alongside the river most of the way.
The river is heavily shaded by trees, mainly Crack Willow but also Alder, Ash and Oak
among others. Consequently there are few colourful wildflowers along here. This stretch
of river has a natural river
bottom. Birds such as the Grey
Wagtail can be seen and if you’re
lucky you may see a Kingfisher
perched on a branch over the
river looking out for fish.

Ash seeds can be found
year round

Alder starts flowering in
February

< Some trees that have been blown over, lie by the
river. They have been left creating some interesting
areas for wildlife to exploit. The Crack Willows are
living up to their name and breaking up. The fallen
sections frequently re-root to form new trees.

www.riversandpeople.com - guided walk #1

9 Butterbur is a tough plant and it needs to be, as it competes
with nettle and Japanese Knotweed. Male and female plants are
entirely separate and here we only find the male. The leaves are
produced after the flowers but can often be seen together. The
leaves will keep on growing. One of its old names is the Umbrella
Plant, a reference to its large leaves. The name Butterbur came
about from the use of its leaves for wrapping up butter. Gerard the
herbalist considered it a cure for the plague, and Nicholas Culpeper
that its use would ‘taketh away all spots and blemishes’.
The flowers erupt through the soil in March, quickly followed by
their leaves which just keep growing. Despite its size it can be hard
to find here as it is quite overgrown.
Butterbur in Bud - No Leaves

Butterbur in Flower - With Leaf

Oak
Oak supports a wide range of wildlife species. A new peculiar growth - Ramshorn
Galls - were first found in this country at the end of the 1990s. These can be found
growing on buds of oak twigs and sometimes young oaks get infested by them.
They are green to start with and then go a rich chestnut
brown. They were probably brought here on imported
trees and have since established themselves.
< Ramshorn Galls

Ivy Hedera in Fruit

Golden Shield Lichen
A common lichen in urban and rural areas. It’s pollution tolerant and likes the high
levels of nitrogen to be found in bird droppings. It is as happy growing on a tree as it is
on a building.

10 By the bridge over the Ravensbourne a Crack Willow has been pollarded. This is an
ancient form of management that provides a useful supply of wood and also prolongs the
life of trees. Over the next few years there will be rapid regrowth. The term pollarding
refers to the branches being cut at head height and originated when there were also grazing
stock where the trees were. Cutting high means that animals cannot eat the regrowth.
Continue alongside the river until you arrive back at the bridge you originally crossed.
For more guided walks along Lewisham’s rivers please visit www.riversandpeople.com

Oak Apple Gall >

